“When you buy something you can generally rest assured that it’s unique and your own style.”

Sabin Brodem
Owner of Maude Vintage Clothing and Costumes

Vintage stores offer students diverse options for less cash
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The bright yellow sign outside the door, a good sign of the store, is stepping into a different world. A sea of people can experience several decades all at once at Maude Vintage Clothing and Costumes, in Columbia, Mo., a place dripping with a mammoth's collection of vintage clothes. A niche to itself, the store is a place for vintage clothing enthusiasts to find a treasure and have a good time in the process.

Owner of The ‘Ville, Truman alumni Beth Lojewski, opened the store with a final two years knowing that shopping for unique vintage clothing can be a fun and rewarding experience.

K parachute

"Sometimes you have to look a little harder, but you sort of feel of his own. elation of finding vintage bargains men’s necktie into the belt loops of Parrish said. each person.

trading with The ‘Ville.

"It should be an outward cost effective ping vintage can be spending less chain and depart-
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